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There is a growing interest in the climate community to improve the prediction of high impact
climate events, for instance ENSO (El-Ni\~no--Southern Oscillation) or extreme events, using a
combination of model and observation data. In this talk we present a machine learning approach
for predicting the committor function, the relevant concept.
Because the dynamics of the climate system is chaotic, one usually distinguishes between time
scales much shorter than a Lyapunov time for which a deterministic weather forecast is relevant,
and time scales much longer than a mixing times beyond which any deterministic forecast is
irrelevant and only climate averaged or probabilistic quantities can be predicted. However, for
most applications, the largest interest is for intermediate time scales for which some information,
more precise than the climate averages, might be predicted, but for which a deterministic forecast
is not relevant. We call this range of time scales \it{the predictability margin}. We stress in this talk
that the prediction problem at the predictability margin is of a probabilistic nature. Indeed, such
time scales might typically be of the order of the Lyapunov time scale or larger, where errors on
the initial condition and model errors limit our ability to compute deterministically the evolution.
In this talk we explain that, in a dynamical context, the relevant quantity for predicting a future
event at the predictability margin is a committor function. A committor function is the probability
that an event will occur or not in the future, as a function of the current state of the system.
We compute and discuss the committor function from data, either through a direct approach or
through a machine learning approach using neural networks. We discuss two examples: a) the
computation of the Jin and Timmerman model, a low dimensional model proposed to explain the
decadal amplitude changes of El-Ni\~no, b) the computation of committor function for extreme
heat waves. We compare several machine learning approaches, using neural network or using
kernel-based analogue methods.
From the point of view of the climate extremes, our main conclusion is that one should generically
distinguish between states with either intrinsic predictability or intrinsic unpredictability. This
predictability concept is markedly different from the deterministic unpredictability arising because
of chaotic dynamics and exponential sensivity to initial conditions.
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